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Shot 1: In the Classroom (Wide)


Music: Calming


Shot 2: In the Classroom (Close Up)


SFX: Muffled intercom system


Shot 3: School Hall (Medium)


Music: Mellow


Shot 4: Outside School (Medium)


Music: Sad


Shot 5: On the Phone (Two-Shot)


SFX: Phone Ringing w/Static


Shot 6: New Classroom (Medium)


Music: Nervous
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Shot 1: Computer Lab (Medium)


Music: Calming


Shot 2: C3Design (Wide)


Music: Upbeat


Shot 3: C3Design/Classroom 
(Two-Shot)


Music: Studious 


Shot 4: On the computer (Medium)


Music: Studious


Shot 5: At C3Design (Over-Shoulder)


SFX: Puzzled “Boing”


Shot 6: Presentation (Medium)
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Shot 1: Virtual Helmet (Medium)


Music: Upbeat


Shot 2: The Proposal (Medium)


Music: Studious


Shot 3: 3D Classroom (Medium)


Music: Studious


Shot 4: Excellence Award (Close-up)


Music: Celebratory







Scene 1: Change is good, right?
After teaching 6th grade for four years, the teacher receives some unexpected news that will eventually lead her to make 
history for a small-town elementary school.
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In the 
Classroom
Video
The teacher is finishing 
up her last lesson of the 
day, but is interrupted 
by the loud ring of an 
incoming announce-
ment. 


Audio


You can hear the tap-
ping of the student’s 
pencils and the pages 
turning in their books. 
The teacher tells them 
the homework assign-
ment that is due the 
next day. Suddenly, a 
loud “BEEP” rings out 
from the PA system.
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In the 
Classroom
Video
The teacher is called to 
the principal's office. 
The class is puzzled.


Audio


The principal is yelling 
over the intercom, then 
the chalk snaps in the 
teachers hand from 
surprise.
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School Hall 
Video


As some of the students 
are leaving to catch the 
bus, they listen in on 
the teacher and princi-
pal's conversation. It 
doesn't sound good.


Audio


You can hear the crowd 
of students in the hall 
as they head to their 
buses. Bus numbers are 
being called over the PA 
system and you can 
hear students sharing 
what they are going to 
do for fun at home with 
their friends. Faintly, 
you can hear the mum-
bling of the principal 
talking to the teacher.
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Outside 
School
Video
The teacher is fired 
from the school due to 
budget constraints and 
shortage in students 
numbers.


Audio


You can hear parents 
pulling up and honking 
their horns to alert 
their arrival to their 
children. Buses are 
pulling off, and you can 
hear the cheer in the 
students voices over 
the excitement of going 
home. The teacher is 
murmuring under her 
breath as her belong-
ings clank in her box.
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Scene 2: Searching for a better way
It’s a new day and bills must be paid, so the teacher begins her journey to find a new job.
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On the Phone
Video


The teacher starts look-
ing for other jobs by 
calling on friend who 
teaches in a different 
district. 


Audio


You can hear the 
teacher dialing the 
friend’s number and his 
phone ringing. When he 
picks up you can hear 
the sound of Gospel 
music in the back-
ground. 
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New 
Classroom
Video
The new class is full of 
smaller students and 
the teacher has a hard 
time keeping their at-
tention. She yanks at 
her hair in frustration.


Audio


You can hear the sound 
of all of the students 
asking their questions 
all at once. The teacher 
screams with her 
mouth closed as she 
pulls at her hair. The 
sound of the clock tick-
ing is louder than usual.
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Computer Lab
Video


The teacher tries some-
thing new and takes the 
students to the com-
puter lab. Surprisingly, 
they are well behaved 
and she questions if 
these are a different set 
of students.


Audio


You can hear the click-
ing of mouse buttons 
and keyboards along 
with an occasional IM 
ping as the students 
chat online. In the dis-
tance, one of the 
students is playing a 
math game and the 
“Winner” screen plays 
celebratory music.
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C3Design
Video


Meanwhile...at 
C3Design ( a local 
technology firm) there 
is a new breakthrough 
in military training 
technology.


Audio


You can hear planes 
passing by and the hus-
tle and bustle of the city 
streets.
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C3Design/
Classroom 
Video
This scene shows 
C3Design’s new virtual 
world technology, while 
the teacher looks at her 
chalk board 
brainstorming ways to 
keep her students busy.


Audio


On the teacher’s side 
you can hear only the 
clock ticking. On 
C3Design’s side, you 
hear the hum of CPU’s 
and the clicking of joy-
sticks, mice, and key-
board keys. 
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On the 
computer
Video
The teacher decides to 
look on the internet for 
some new ideas and 
comes across 
C3Design's website. 


Audio


You can hear the tick-
ing of the clock and the 
clicking of the key-
board. Occasionally, you 
can hear a door shut 
and footsteps as other 
teachers leave for the 
day. In the distance you 
can hear the faint whis-
tle of the janitor who is 
mopping the floors.
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Scene 3: Taking risk and reaping reward
The teacher gets help from an outside source to create a new experience for her students.
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At C3Design
Video


The next day, the 
teacher shows up at 
C3Design's office seek-
ing some advice. She 
thinks that there may 
be a way to use 3D 
technology to teach her 
class.


Audio


You can hear the office 
chatter at C3Design like 
tapping keys on key-
boards, clicking buttons 
on mice and the ringing 
of LAN lines. You can 
also hear the muddled 
sound of a meeting tak-
ing place in the adja-
cent conference room.
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Presentation
Video


One of the C3Design’s 
technologists gives her 
a tour of the office and 
shows her a presenta-
tion of the latest 
technology they have 
developed.


Audio


You can hear 
C3Design’s presenta-
tion and the hum of the 
projector and CPU.
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Virtual Helmet
Video


The teacher test the 
equipment, but decides 
that it is too expensive 
for her school. She asks 
for advice on picking a 
more affordable yet ef-
fective 3D program for 
her class. 


Audio


You can hear other em-
ployees laughing as 
they look at the teacher 
experience a virtual 
world for the first time. 
The teacher is talking 
extra loud for some 
reason. 
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The Proposal
Video


After C3Design shows 
the teacher some op-
tions, she writes a pro-
posal for the new soft-
ware.


Audio


You can hear the pencil 
on the paper and the 
teacher’s chair squeak 
as she moves. 
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3D Classroom
Video


The school received a 
grant for new comput-
ers and 3D software. 
Now the students are 
more engaged and able 
to collaborate on model-
ing projects with 
students in other 
classes.


Audio


You can hear the awe in 
the student’s voices as 
they step into the new 
classroom. You can also 
hear the whispers of 
students saying how 
cool the class has be-
come.
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Excellence 
Award
Video
The teacher receives 
the Excellence Award 
accompanied by a 
standing ovation of the 
students that took her 
class. The news of using 
3D programs to learn 
spread throughout the 
district. 


Audio


You can hear the thun-
derous applause and 
cheers of hundreds of 
students, parents and 
faculty. Occasionally, 
you can hear the flash 
of a camera or someone 
whistle in the crowd.
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The End
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Abstract 


iChem is an Augmented Reality game that can be used within middle schools, to help 


students gain a better understanding of the periodic table of elements. iChem immerses 


students within an interactive environment that allows them to examine, distinguish, 


identify and recognize elements and compounds free from harm of chemical reactions. 


iChem turns the PlayStation 3 gaming system into a virtual chemistry lab. iChem also 


teaches students 21st Century communication and collaboration skills, while allowing 


them to become creators of material that can be used around the world. 
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Final Project:  Augmented Learning via an Interactive Chemistry Lab Game 


iChem is an Augmented Reality game that can be used within middle schools, to 


help students gain a better understanding of the periodic table of elements. iChem 


immerses students within an interactive environment that allows them to examine, 


distinguish, identify and recognize elements and compounds free from harm of chemical 


reactions. iChem turns the PlayStation 3 gaming system into a virtual chemistry lab. 


iChem also teaches students 21st Century communication and collaboration skills, while 


allowing them to become creators of material that can be used around the world. 


Who is the target audience? 


According to the 2005-2006 State of Georgia K-12 Report Card for 8th grade 


CRCT tests: 


34% of African-American students did not meet the state’s science competency 


standards; 29% of African-American students did not meet the state’s math 


competency standards; 37% of Hispanic/Latino students did not meet the state’s 


science competency standards; 30% of Hispanic/Latino students did not meet the 


state’s math competency standards. (The State of Georgia, 2006) 


Given this information, administrators of Fulton County Public Schools would 


greatly benefit from using iChem with underserved 8th grade students; who struggle with 


math and science concepts. iChem allows students the opportunity to learn the periodic 


table of elements through virtual experiments.  This is in alignment with Gee’s assertion 


that learning is an active process of discovery (Gee, 2007). 
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What do they learn? 


In accordance with the Georgia Department of Education S8P1, the students will 


learn to:  


     Examine the scientific view of the nature of matter; Distinguish between atoms and 


molecules; Describe the difference between pure substances (elements and 


compounds) and mixtures; Describe the movement of particles in solids, liquids, gases 


and plasmas states; Distinguish between physical and chemical properties of matter as 


physical (i.e., density, melting point, boiling point) or chemical (i.e., reactivity, 


combustibility); Recognize that there are more than 100 elements and some have 


similar properties as shown on the Periodic Table of Elements.; and Identify and 


demonstrate the Law of Conservation of Matter. (Georgia Department of Education, 


2006) 


What’s the Plot? 


President Obama is recruiting a new army of scientist to help the country become 


the leading producers of aerospace, military, environmental, electronic, automotive and 


biomedical technology. The top scientists around the world have created this game, as a 


means to recruit the nation’s greatest minds. The students will be working with one the 


nation’s leading chemists to conduct experiments in the iChem Labs. This interface will 


allow students to connect to professionals and other researchers in the field from around 


the world. 


Sample missions will include: helping scientists improve the nation’s 


communications infrastructure, by learning to create the material needed to install 


broadband in every community; creating material used to protect our countries soldiers, 
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sailors, airmen and Marines; helping chemists create medicine that will be used to treat 


Autism; helping scientist create materials used to manufacture Plug-in Hybrid cars, so 


they can exceed 150 miles per gallon; helping scientist create compounds that will reduce 


greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere; and helping chemists create materials used 


in our countries new Green Jobs (Whitehouse.gov, 2008).  


How does it work? 


The overall goal of iChem is to create a virtual identity that students can relate 


with and see themselves as future scientists (Gee, 2007). Students are given a unique 


username and password that will enable them to track their progress and connect with 


others in the iChem community (See Appendix A & B). First-time players will be 


presented with a special message from President Obama explaining the plot (See 


Appendix C). The students will have the opportunity to customize their player by 


race/ethnicity, height, hair color, accessories and more. The student will then be allowed 


to choose an area of concentration and assigned a mission to complete (See Appendix D). 


The student can have the option to complete a training course in effort to practice 


using the iChem cards (See Appendix F). Students will be given the opportunity to see 


recommended bonding combinations. If the student chooses a mission, they will then 


have to use their iChem cards to create molecules and compounds that will be used to 


build material for each mission. As the student experiments with each element, they 


receive points and are able to level up with each new bond created (See Appendix G). 


Please note, the student has to be aware of certain chemical reactions to avoid inflicting 


damage on their player. As missions are completed, the students will receive achievement 


awards that can be displayed at a later time. iChem will allow students to print out 
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custom cards and achievement badges that can be used for class presentations on the 


compounds they created. 


 Individual cards being placed in the view of the PlayStation Eye activate the 


game. Once the camera and software recognizes the card, an animated 3D model of the 


element will be superimposed above the iChem card (See Appendix E).  Each model will 


be animated and textured to reflect the element’s physical state. Additionally, the 


movement of the particles will be based on the periodic table and solid scientific facts.  


The student can choose an ionic, covalent, metallic bond to create molecules.  As the 


students’ experience level increases, more elements are unlocked to create different 


combinations of molecules compounds. Students can share their research with others and 


form teams to complete missions.  


What makes it motivational? 


iChem gives students the opportunity to become a mad scientist and explore the 


periodic table using the best graphics and animation. iChem also allows students to learn 


chemistry from the perspective of a chemist. The game relates each mission back to real-


life situations, thereby, motivating students to have more confidence in there ability to 


solve real-life problems. iChem amplifies a student’s effort to create bonds and 


compounds with level-ups and achievement awards. This enables the student to feel 


valued and appreciated (Gee, 2007).    


Why would the audience play it? 


iChem is based on one of the nation’s leading gaming system, the PlayStation 3.  


This offers them the opportunity to transfer all the skills they may have learned while 


gaming at home into the classroom. In the past, students have learned about the periodic 
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table by passively observing the periodic table. iChem uses the Active, Critical Learning 


principle to encourage students to act as scientist (Gee, 2007). 


The game uses the most advanced 3D animation and special effects to give 


students exaggerated look at chemical reactions and the bonding process. iChem also 


uses Augmented Reality technology to superimpose virtual models into the student’s 


real-world environment. iChem also allows students to connect and compete with other 


students in class and around the world. The game helps building problem solving and 


communication skills that will benefit them in the future. iChem is a fun way to 


experiment with potentially harmful material without the danger of being harmed. 


What is the setting?   


The game takes place in the present day iChem Labs, located in the Center for 


Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga. The software iChem turns the student’s class desk into a 


virtual chemistry lab.  


Who are the characters? 


iChem will include the following characters: Martin Chalfie, 2008 Nobel Laureate 


in Chemistry and Distinguished Staff Scientist at iChem labs. President Barack Obama, 


the 44th President of the United States will also act as a character. Student roles will 


include: Research Scientist, Level 1 (i.e. Conducts research in various fields of study); 


Staff Scientist, Level 2 (i.e. Mastered the research and knowledge of a specific field); 


Senior Staff Scientist, Level 3 (i.e. Team leader and oversees staff and research scientists. 


Senior Staff also have the ability to create their own missions); and Distinguished Staff 


Scientist, Level 4 (i.e. Highest level of achievement with master in more than one 


specific field of research and development). 
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What makes it fun? 


Students get a chance to play the PlayStation 3 in class. iChem refers to students 


as Doctors, Researchers and Scientists. Augmented Reality technology immerses students 


with hands-on experiments using 2D cards of each element. Special effects and 


animations are used to transition between each phase of creation. Students would also be 


able to share their creations online and compete to create the most complex or original 


compounds. The compounds and molecules can be saved, shared, and exported for use in 


science presentation.  


How much would it cost? 


The iChem software including elemental cards is $69.99. The PlayStation 3 Eye is 


$39.99 and the PlayStation 3 System in $399.99. The student will also need an Envision 


19” LCD HDTV & PC Monitor for $218.00. The total cost of one iChem Virtual lab is 


approximately $727.97. The iChem game is designed for non-profit pubic schools, but is 


available for parents to buy for their children who already own a PlayStation 3.   


Why would I buy this game? 


I would buy this game, because I am a visual and kinesthetic learner. I had trouble 


memorizing all the elements on the periodic table when I was younger. I strongly believe 


that iChem can help students to learn in-depth chemistry principles, interacting with the 


periodic table in new way. If I were a science teacher, I would upgrade the entire class 


with PlayStation 3 system, monitor, and Eye. It keeps the classroom relevant and allows 


students to use a system they are familiar with. They can also save their work on a 


memory card and complete missions at home. 
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Why should they buy this game? 


iChem’s encourages the student to take on the projective identity of a scientist, in 


order to help to President. The game’s goal is to help students know they have the ability 


to problem solve using real-life scenarios (Gee, 2007). Each detail of the molecules and 


compounds will be based upon solid scientific evidence. It will also immerse students in 


an augmented learning experience, which they will never forget.   


Not only will students learn how to examine the physical and chemical reactions 


of elements, but they will also learn 21st Century problem solving skills. As students 


interact with each model and chemical reactions, they will gain a greater appreciation for 


the design of elements their everyday use (Gee, 2007). Teachers are faced with the 


challenge of preparing students for a future that is unclear. With iChem, students can 


learn to become creators of content that could potentially change the world. 
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Username


Password


Appendix B: Login Screen
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Appendix C: Message from President Barack Obama
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AEROSPACE 


AUTOMOTIVE MILITARY


ELECTRONICS


ENVIRONMENTAL 


BIOMEDICAL 


Welcome back Dr. Moten,
I understand you have a background in chemistry. Our organization has 


followed your work for years and we need someone with your 
expertise. Please select an area. We need your help right away!


Appendix D: Main Menu Screen
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Appendix E: Student playing iChem with the PlayStation Eye® and 19” LCD Screen.


PlayStation Eye®


Augmented Model


iChem Cards


iChem Playing Board
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iChem


+ +


+


-
-


-
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-
-


-
N Nitrogen


Number of 
Energy Levels: 2


14.0067


COMPOUNDS


7


100%
Experience Level Purity Level


Appendix F: Element Information Menu


Electrons


See Appendix I


Protons/Neutrons
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+10 Nitric Oxide


iChem


Appendix G: Animation of Elements Bonding


3D Animation of Elements Bonding


Bonus Points 


Experience Level Purity Level


45%
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+10 Nitric Oxide


Appendix H: Student playing iChem with the PlayStation Eye® and 19” LCD Screen.
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N Nitrogen


Classification: Non-metallic


Number of 
Energy Levels: 2


Standard State: Gas


Colour: colourless


Uses: forms most of the atmosphere


7


14.0067


Nitrogen makes up about 78% of the atmosphere 
by volume but the atmosphere of Mars contains 
less than 3% nitrogen. The element seemed so inert 
that Lavoisier named it azote, meaning "without 
life". However, its compounds are vital components 
of foods, fertilizers, and explosives. Nitrogen gas is 
colourless, odourless, and generally inert. As a 
liquid it is also colourless and odourless.


45%


iChem


iChem Card Back iChem Card Front


Sample 3D Model of Nitrogen Element


Purity Button Compound Button Combustibility Button Reactivity Button Collaborate Button


Appendix I: iChem Features
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BOX OFFICE ADVENTURES


HELLO
my name is


A CUSTOMER SERVICE ROLE-PLAYING GAME


ARE THE CUSTOMERS ALWAYS RIGHT?


WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY 
CAMAAL MOTEN


ROLE-PLAYING


F S G S M
CONTENT RATED BY
RP


Larry







I chose to create an adventure game that the staff of 


the Alliance Theatre box office could use to train new 


employees. It takes a good sense of humor and a great 


deal of patience to work in the box office. “Hello my 


name is Larry” is a game for employees to learn customer 


service procedures and laugh at the same time.


The theatre’s marketing meeting inspired the 


idea for the game. The meetings always included 


a joke about a patron and brainstorming ways to 


increase customer loyalty.  Our biggest challenge 


was to keep messages consistent across all points 


of contact, before the customer buys a ticket.


This game uses humor to teach the technical 


aspects of selling tickets by role-playing the life 


of Larry Cunning; an aspiring actor exploiting 


the box office to land his next audition.


THE 
CUSTOMER 
IS ALWAYS 


RIGHT.







Characters
LARRY CUNNING
Description:
Young actor in-between acting jobs, 
that works in the box office of the 
Alliance Theatre. He graduated 
from college years ago, but still lives 
like he’s on a college campus.


Detailed Physical Description
Age: 27
Distinguishing Features: Unibrow
Hair: Dark Brown
Eyes: Brown
Height: 5’6”
Weight 200


Key Character Traits:
•	 Self-Centered
•	 Always looking for ways to 


show off his acting abilities
•	 Has a quick temper
•	 Easily offended when someone 


stares at his unibrow


Principal Function: 
Protagonist


Motivation:
What is the Goal of this Character?
To act in one the Allaince Theatre’s 
musicals and become famous.


What is the Character’s plan 
to achieve the goal?
Larry plans to work in the Box 
Office and work his way up the 
non-profit ladder. Larry also tries to 
gain favor with the staff by offering 
to help out on projects and sell the 
most tickets in the box office.


Character Background
Family Background:
Larry’s younger sister is a successful 
lawyer and lives in some fancy condos 
across from his job. He pretends to 
live there by visiting her during his 
lunch breaks. Larry grew up acting 
in plays in high school and college, 
but never landed a major role.


Habits/Vices:
•	 Larry tells women that he 


acted in television shows 
overseas to get dates.


•	 He has a narcissistic 
personality disorder.


•	 Never misses a show 
at the theatre.


Personality:
Larry can come across as 
snobbish, because he thinks 
celebrities are untouchable. 


Likes:
•	 Seeing himself in the mirror
•	 Taking photos and using them as 


headshots on his facebook page
•	 80’s Music
•	 Vintage VW Beetles
•	 Gothic Women
•	 Dancing
•	 Writing scripts based on 


situations at work


Dislikes:
•	 Facial hair
•	 The elderly
•	 Peanut Butter
•	 Public Transportation
•	 Being compared to his sister
•	 Reading and Math







SARAH MCANNY
 
Description:
Sarah helped Larry get a job 
at the box office. They have 
been friends for a while and 
she is the only person that 
goes to see him perform.


Detailed Physical Description
Age: 25
Distinguishing Features:
Always has a cigarette 
in her mouth.
Hair: Black
Eyes: Grey/Brown
Height: 5’ 9”
Weight: 150 lbs.


Key Character Traits:
•	 References episodes of 


Star Trek to boost moral
•	 Optimistic
•	 Passive aggresive
•	 Reads in her spare time
•	 Always takes cigarette breaks
•	 Very attractive


Principal Function:
Larry’s Friend


Motivation:
What is the Goal of this Character?
Sarah likes Larry and her goal 
is to one day reveal her secret 
crush and become his agent.


What is the Character’s plan 
to achieve the goal?
She’s going to help him get 
a starring role in one of the 
theatre’s biggest productions.


Characters







Setting
LARRY’S APARTMENT


•	 Dark and Dirty
•	 Trash from local fast food joints crowding around the bed
•	 A cat occasionally enters the frame that he pets, but doesn’t belong to him.
•	 No food in the refrigerator.
•	 The only area that is clean is next to the television.


THE BOX OFFICE


•	 Clean and Colorful 
•	 Filled with the latest monitors, but the oldest PC’s. 
•	 Each station has a poster display promoting what’s on 


sale. It often inspires a lot of jokes, because all the patrons 
questions could be answered if they read the poster.


Script
MONDAY MORNING


Larry opens his eyes to see the ceiling fan on from last night. He 
looks over to his window and through the blinds he can still see 
that it’s dark outside. He closes his eyes and returns to sleep.


Thirty minutes go by and Larry awakens to the sounds 
of the alarm going off with loud music.


LARRY: “Shut Up! Why do they have to be so loud and chipper in the morning.”


Bird: “Chirp! Chirp! Chirp!”


LARRY: “Hold up...Today is my first day at work! Yes!”


Larry jumps out of bed and glances at the clock. It reads 8:45 a.m.


LARRY: “Oh, no. I’m going to blow it and I haven’t even started yet.”


The game play begins and the user’s first objective is to find 
all the items Larry will need to get ready for work ASAP.


FIRST DAY AT WORK


Larry finally gets to work and Sarah is waiting outside smoking a cigarette.


SARAH: “Larry! What took you so long? Today is 
your first day of training. If you don’t...”


LARRY: “I know, I know... I really appreciate you doing this 
for me. You don’t know how much this means to me...”


SARAH: “I think I do, you’re late!”


Larry and Sarah enter the building and orientation begins. 
Larry’s job is box office customer service. Sarah gives 
Larry a temporary nametag to write his name on.


LARRY: “Hello, my name is...Is this all you have? How long do you 
think it will take before I can get into one of the auditions here?”


Sarah ignores him and motions Larry to join her by the computer.


SARAH: “Since you were late, I’m going to have to show you how 
things work as people come up. It will be on the job training.”


Sarah smiles with revenge.







LARRY: “What? I’m not any good at computers.”


Sarah hands Larry and Customer Service guide and 
manual on how to operate the ticketing system.


Larry looks discouraged.


LARRY: “So, where do I start?”


As Larry flips through the book and learns a few tips, a 
customer approaches the box office window.


The game interface changes to dominate the screen.


The Game
The object of the game is to make lots of money and attend to 
the most patrons. Larry receives bonuses as he increases in 
sales. His nerves are tested with certain customers, but he has 
to keep his composure or loose customer loyalty points.


There isn’t always a steady flow of customers at the box office, and 
Sarah keeps him informed on upcoming auditions. Larry can leave his 
post, but may have to risk losing his job if he doesn’t return on time.


Sarah gives Larry special tips on certain customers with special 
quirks. She warns him of the dreaded observation day, in which 
management staff evaluate the customer service experience. If he 
does well during observation day, he might get a promotion.


Larry has the opportunity to meet all kinds of people at his 
job; one of them may be his ticket to the big stage.


Interface


The interface allows the user to monitor their energy level, time, and mood. 
Certain customers are hard to work with and drain the player’s energy and 
can put you in a bad mood.  As each customer approaches the window, the 
player is allowed to choose correct responses to make a sale. The amount 
of money, number of patrons and charisma is measured across the bottom. 
The more charisma the player has, the more sales they can make and spend 
less time with each patron.  To finish the order, the player is given the 
option to call the manager, give out tickets or cancel the order. The player 
can use the computer to check for discounts and other special offers. 













Group Project #3 Machinima


Group 1: Jesus De Leon, Jeremy Powell, Camaal Moten, Meredith Wise, 


Vincent Adkins, Jasmine Cousins and Candice Lasiter







Image:
A science teacher (Dr.Cano standing in for teacher) 
falls asleep at desk while grading papers about 
global warming. 


Transitions:
Fade in from Black


Effects:
Real footage


Soundtrack:
Something calming


Transitions:
Fade to Black


Science Teacher Saves the World GROUP 1 MACHINIMA


Image:
Close -up on teacher closing eyes. 


Image: 
A mysterious message appears on the computer 
screen; the computer malfunctions and suddenly 
the lights go out.  (EFX in post-production possible) 


Photos provided by Second Life® and Linden Lab®


Voiceover:
There is a sixth dimension beyond that which is known. It is a dimension as limitless as space, and 


as timeless as eternity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow and it lies between the 


pit of man’s fears and the sunlight of his knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is 


an area that might be called… Second Life. The place is here, the time is now, and the journey 


into the shadows that we are about to watch could be our journey. In fact, it is my journey. 


This journey began as many of my afternoons do. Sitting in front of a computer grading papers. 


This time over global warming. You see, I am a science teacher. I had been grading Fall term 


finals for an hour. The day was unusually hot and the morning had been long. I began to have 


trouble concentrating on the same boring regurgitated information. Glaciers melting. Tsunamis. 


Oceans rising. Land disappearing.  My eyes were heavy. The room was spinning. I was falling….







Science Teacher Saves the World GROUP 1 MACHINIMA


Image:
The teacher falls onto a beach in a virtual world. 
The native helps the teacher back to her feet.  The 
native shows the teacher the globe next to the 
house and says it is a sign that Dr. Cano is close to 
executing his plan to create catastrophic storms in 
the real world. 


Image:
The native points to the volcano where Dr. Cano’s 
lab is. 


Image: 
Establishing shot of the exterior lab, the volcano.  
Within Dr. Cano’s lab there is a huge world, he has 
the ability to control the weather on the real world. 
He throws his head back and laughs at his wicked 
plan. 


Transitions:
Fade in from Back


Effects:
none


Soundtrack:
Something fresh and adventurous


Photos provided by Second Life® and Linden Lab®


Voiceover:
Suddenly, I woke up to sensation of warm water rushing all around me. I felt strange. I 


realized that I was no longer in my classroom. Looking around, nothing was familiar. Not 


even myself. I had a strange quality about me, unreal, almost cartoonish. A large man came 


running up to me. He looked friendly enough, introduced himself as Vincent and helped me 


to my feet. But soon he started babbling about a “Chosen One” and a mad scientist. 


My head was spinning; it was too much to take in. Gradually he explained to me that the evil 


Dr. Cano was planning to create a catastrophic storm that would endanger the whole planet. 


He also said that my coming coincided with the giant globe that signals the plan is about to 


come to fruition. Because of that, he was convinced I was the only one who could stop him. 







Science Teacher Saves the World GROUP 1 MACHINIMA


Image: 
Dr. Cano starts testing his devices to see if they 
affect the weather in the real world. Dr. Cano points 
at the globe and it changes colors. As he points, 
we cut to a hurricane.  As he points again, 
we see more weather changes.


Image: 
At the beach house, the teacher realizes the signs 
of an impending tsunami (the receding waters). 
The teacher tells the native that they need to get 
to the high point on the mountain - fast.


Image: 
Long shot of the teacher and native fleeing. 


Soundtrack:
Something treacherous and invokes 
the feeling of danger.


Photos provided by Second Life® and Linden Lab®


Voiceover:
Dr. Cano was the archenemy of the weather an environment. He lived in a volcano to surround himself 


with the heat of lava and its toxic fumes. He uses this lab to control the weather both here and in the 


real world. His desire is to see the realization of global warming on a grand scale: The utter destruction 


of the planet, leaving everything green and lovely to bake in the heat of the sun with no protection.


Dr. Cano is testing his plan on the helpless villagers of Second Life. I felt sorry for 


them, but did not want to intercede. It would take too much time and effort…besides, 


what could one person do anyway? I was explaining this to the kind native Vincent 


when he began running into what had been ocean only moments before. 


I realized that the ocean had been quickly receding far beyond what was normal for a tidal ebb. 


There was going to be a tsunami and Vincent was running right into it! I rushed into the path of the 


wave to warn him. “We have to get out of here!” I yelled desperately pleading for him to follow 


me to higher ground.  We turned and ran to the nearest mountain only in the nick of time.







Science Teacher Saves the World GROUP 1 MACHINIMA


Image: 
On top of the mountain, the native pleads with the 
teacher to help destroy Dr. Cano for good. But the 
teacher is reluctant to help. She has only taught 
for a few years and lacks confidence to use her 
wisdom to save the world. 


Image: 
Back in Dr. Cano’s lab he points at the globe with 
one final gesture to destroy the town with a final 
wave. 


Image: 
From the mountain top the teacher and native see 
the destruction. The teacher feels compassion 
toward the native and their situation and decides 
to help. 


Photos provided by Second Life® and Linden Lab®


Voiceover:
The destruction of the oncoming was immediate and devastating. We sat in silence for 


some minutes surveying what was once Vincent’s village. All gone. My heart went out to 


this poor man. I realized that unless somebody did something, it would all end this way. I 


reluctantly agreed to help. I did not know what I could do. I have only been teaching a few 


years and my knowledge is limited. What I did know what that I had to do something.







Science Teacher Saves the World GROUP 1 MACHINIMA


Image:
The native points to Dr. Cano‘s Volcano 
Islands.  We see them miles away in the center of 
the Ocean. 


Image: 
The overwhelming distance discourages the 
teacher again, but the native shows the teacher 
how to fly. 
 


Image:
The teacher and native fly over to confront Dr. 
Cano 


Photos provided by Second Life® and Linden Lab®


Voiceover:
Vincent showed me where we must travel to deal with this evil man. But again I wondered 


what I could do. His lab was miles into the ocean and we had no boat. My new guide’s puzzled 


look spread to my face when he told me just to fly there. Fly? I was no pilot. Vincent had 


no idea what the word meant. All of a sudden, he just lifted in the air as if he were simply 


skipping rope. I was astonished. He told me I had the ability, too. Tentatively, I tried. The 


feeling was astounding. It was all of my best dreams, only more vivid. There were, of course, 


some setbacks as I was learning my new skill. But in what seemed like no time I was navigating 


my new world with ease, floating above the earth like it was the most natural of things.


We found Dr. Cano’s volcano lair. It was rumbling away as if it were feeding off of the malicious 


intent of its master, Dr. Cano. He burst out of the flames and began to taunt us reveling in 


his latest act of destruction. The longer he spoke the more violent the volcano spewed hot 


magma. Then an idea burst into my head. If only I could get him to follow us. I called out 


to Vincent and away we went.  Dr. Cano followed as if called, just as I had suspected.







Science Teacher Saves the World GROUP 1 MACHINIMA


Image: 
Dr. Cano is lured to a base of a mountain, which 
happens to be a moving glacier and Dr. Cano 
becomes a permanent addition to the frozen 
glacier! 


Image: 
Now that the virtual and real world are safe, the 
native leads the teacher to a treasure 
chest that will help her return home.


Image: 
We go back to the original setting of the 
teacher’s desk. We see the teacher waking up 
and shaking her head. She says “Oh! Just in time 
for class!” The teacher realizes that her 
experience was all a dream based on a student’s 
paper she fell asleep grading.


Transitions:
Fade out to black


Soundtrack:
Something victorious


Soundtrack:
Upbeat and cheerful


Transitions:
Fade In


Effects:
Real footage


Photos provided by Second Life® and Linden Lab®


Voiceover:
If Dr. Cano were the one feeding off of the volcano instead of the other way around, I had an idea that just might work. 


I knew I had seen a glacier on the way there. Aha! There it was. I raced down the boardwalk. Would there be enough 


time? Would Dr. Cano fall for it? YES! I stood ready just in front of the icy behemoth. At the last possible moment, I 


leapt up in the air. As the winter came, I knew the glacier would be expanding. Dr. Cano spent so much of his time 


trying to melt the glaciers, he might not know that each year they melt some and refreeze naturally. I had caught him 


in the icy grip of the glacier until at least spring. Hopefully, that would be long enough to cool him off for good. 


As Vincent and I celebrated sending Dr. Cano off to the big chill, I began to miss my own world. He could tell 


that something was missing from my happiness. He simply said, “Follow me. I have something to show you.”  


We flew off toward the beautiful islands. He indicated for me to dive. Knowing I could trust him after all we 


had been through, I bravely plunged underwater. To my amazement, not only could I fly in this strange land, 


but I could breathe underwater! “Wait until my kids hear about this!” I thought to myself. Just then I realized 


I might never see my students again. As I was about to cry, I heard Vincent’s kind voice told me goodbye. 


“Goodbye?’ I said. 


“Yes, just up ahead you will find a treasure chest. Open it, and you may have the thing 


you want most. I suspect that you will return home. Come, I will show you.”


I was so happy! I saw it! I was going home! Thanking Vincent again, I opened the chest only to hear…


A bell ringing? I was startled and looked around. My classroom!! I had made it! I must have fallen asleep. 


Looking at the clock, I laughed. “Just in time for class!” On the page in front of me was the final paper by 


one of my more creative students, “Dr. Cano and Global Warming: How you can defeat your own worst 


enemy.” I picked it up and put an “A” on it. After all, thanks to him, I now knew I could make a difference.
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